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In the Unlocking Phase, 
from STPL are Reviving
Industry
 

News Summary
Today, STPL solutions are used in over 2,000
diamond processing units in more than 28
countries and 5 continents around the world. Two
diamond processors from Gujarat have been
successful in restarting their units. It is noteworthy
that these two diamond processors have been able
to carry out their production routine despite the
low attendance of artisans, in full compliance with
the rules of social distance. Both of them are using
STPL's robotic solutions.
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The spread of Covid-19 has disrupted the world in many wa
positive ways of recovery. After a long period of stagnation 
around the world, efforts are now being made to revive the c
that digital technology, automation and robotics will domina
coming times. 
 
Especially in the diamond industry, which has so far been qu
havoc. Maintaining social distancing is crucial but diamond
maintain their outputs with less number of workers. The ava
uncertain for a while. On the other hand, given the revival o
staying competitive in terms of quality is also crucial. 
 
All of these things were important in the diamond industry e
and in the changing world, digital technology and automatio
unlocking efforts by the government, diamond processing u
especially due to lack of artisans. 
 
But showing a ray of hope for the entire industry, two diamo
successful in restarting their units. It is noteworthy that thes
carry out their production routine despite the low attendance
rules of social distance. Both of them are using 
STPL (http://stpl.com/robomatic.html)
's robotic solutions at every stage from rough diamond plann
 
"The lockdown has caused problems in the diamond industr
think if we understand the new technology, automation and 
able to get out of this problem very quickly. We use 
STPL (http://www.stpl.com/)

STPL: Around 100+ ROBOMATIC 2.0 robots in action in the field w
human intervention
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's automation solutions ROBOMATIC 2.0 so we can take ou
don't have enough craftsmen at the moment. Again, safety is
situation, and STPL’s ROBOMATIC 2.0 robots are helping 
needs 1 operator to operate 5 machines," said Shri Sailesh It
manufacturer associated with the Surat diamond industry. 
 
Shri Hasmukh Kakadia, of Kakdiam, another Surat-based d
business communication or diamond processing, new digita
using 
STPL (http://stpl.com/stpl-profile.html)
's Robotic Planner and ROBOMATIC 2.0 4P robots for diam
confident that we will be able to keep pace with the demand
in these difficult times. We have over 100 STPL 4P robots in
situation where social distancing becomes a mandatory need
managing the same." 
 
STPL (http://stpl.com/robomatic.html)
 has developed the world's first robot for the diamond indus
aspects of diamond processing perfectly automated and erro
production in terms of quality and quantity. Normally one o
in STPL's ROBOMATIC 2.0 4P machine, the five 4P machi
Thus, the rules of social distance can be fully complied with
of CAD-CAM solutions between Diamond Planner and Dia
polish weight and profit margins increase. Profits were decl
sewing process in the older generation, non-robotic machine
multi-sawing setup, one can achieve more production with f
requires fewer operators and gives more production in less s
 
Commenting on this, Mr Rahul Gaywala, CEO, 
STPL (http://www.stpl.com/)
, a state-of-the-art diamond processing solutions provider ba
automation can keep the diamond industry afloat in the futu
the importance of digital solutions in the diamond industry w
more competitive world. Robotics and automation allow for
production in less time, less space and with fewer craftsmen
 
STPL (http://stpl.com/stpl-profile.html)
 has established its distinctive and extremely strong identity
wide range of technologies and value-oriented approach. To
diamond processing units in more than 28 countries and 5 c
 
Established in 1993, 
STPL (http://www.stpl.com/)
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 develops state-of-the-art technological solutions for the dia
company in the global diamond industry to develop total tec
diamond manufacturing, such as diamond analysis and plan
diamond trading. STPL's advanced technological solutions e
STPL Company has creative and innovative talent dedicated
diamond industry. 
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